Intrinsic motivation and psychological factors on wearing helmet among motorcyclists in Gorgan City, Iran, in 2016
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Abstract

Background: Motorcycles have a higher rate of fatality than cars within the same distance travelled. Head injuries are the main causes of death in motorcycle crashes. The objective of this study is to investigate intrinsic motivation and psychological factors on the use or not use of a helmet among motorcyclists in Gorgan City, Iran, in 2016.

Materials and Methods: This cross-sectional survey was conducted among motorcyclists at randomly selected areas such as fuel stations and service complexes in Gorgan City, Iran, in 2016. The questionnaire was composed of two parts, and 393 people were fully responsive to all questions. The first part included social demographic questions such as age, gender, education, income and marital status. The second part was consisted of questions measuring the intrinsic motivation of incentives and barriers, perceived benefits and barriers, perceived behavioral control, and behavior.

Results: Based on both Pearson correlation and Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA), the correlation of intrinsic motivation incentives with perceived benefits under the influence of respect for the law was statistically significant ($\chi^2 = 68.751, P < 0.010$), this factor would greatly increase helmet use. Intrinsic motivation barriers with perceived benefits was more influenced by the importance of appearance for drivers with a significant correlation ($\chi^2 = 40.655, P < 0.010$), ($r = 0.281, P < 0.010$), this factor was found to reduce the use of helmets among motorcyclists.

Conclusions: In this study, care for appearance is regarded as an intrinsic motivation which has a significant correlation in almost all psychological factors and finally leads to the use or not use of a helmet. Another key factor which persuades the riders to wear a helmet is respect to the traffic regulations; thus, enforcing the law may be a fundamental strategy for increasing helmet use.
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Introduction

In the developing countries with low and middle income levels, it is predicted that by 2020, the number of deaths and disabilities caused by traffic injuries will rise to over 60 percent; therefore, it has allocated the third highest global disease burden to itself (1). According to the Iranian legal medicine organization, the casualties caused by road accidents in Iran is reported as 16,584 people in 2015 (2). A motorcycle is a vehicle which provides the least protection for its riders (3). For every kilometer of the vehicle mobility, the motorcycle rider is 35 times more at the risk of death in comparison to the drivers of other vehicles, and they are 8 times more likely to suffer damage (4). In developing countries with low and medium income levels, a greater rate of motor vehicles is covered by motorcycles. For example, in countries such as India and Malaysia, motorcycles have accounted approximately 69 percent and 60 percent of all vehicles, respectively (5, 6).
According to the World Health Organization (WHO) in 2013, 21 percent of all traffic accidents belonged to the motorcycle accidents (7).

Wearing a helmet can reduce the risk of death and severe damage up to 40 percent and 70 percent, respectively. In the European countries, about 75 percent of head and neck injuries are reported among motorcycle riders; whereas, in the low and middle income and developing countries, this rate is 88 percent (5, 8-10). Therefore, the use of helmets can significantly reduce the severity of head injuries in an accident (11, 12). Although helmets are regarded as an important savior for motorcyclists at the time of an incident, studies in different countries like China, Malaysia, Vietnam, Thailand, India, Pakistan, Iran, Nigeria, Argentina, Italy and some states of the United States (US) have reported that only a low rate of motorcyclists wear helmets (6, 13, 14). In Iran, the rates of using helmets for the riders and the passengers are 35 percent and 12 percent, respectively (7). The rules for helping motorcyclists can greatly reduce the risk of death (15-17).

Previous studies investigated the role of psychological factors in the performance of helmet. The present research attempts to study the direct and indirect effects of intrinsic motivation incentives and barriers on wearing a helmet and the psychological factors which are a part of the health belief model and the theory of planned behavior including perceived benefits, perceived barriers, perceived behavioral control, and behavior, which ultimately, lead to a rider’s performance for using or not using a helmet (11, 18, 19).

Thus, by defining the internal motivations of the motorcyclists, the ways in which various aspects of intrinsic motivations affect the psychological factors and the performance of motorcycle riders are analyzed. Intrinsic motivation is inherent inclination to address the desires and to apply abilities to do the task and to search for optimal challenges in order to master them. This kind of motivation is obtained spontaneously from one’s psychological needs, curiosity, and innate efforts to grow. When people are intrinsically motivated, they do a behavior mainly due to the challenge of the activity and its resulting joy. This form of spontaneous behavior occurs not because of the external pressures. In fact, intrinsic motivation provides potential motivation for the individual to pursue his interests and attempts and develop his skills and abilities (20, 21).

There are two kinds of intrinsic motivation including incentives and barriers that largely can make a difference in the individuals’ behavior. In this research, incentive motivations such as modeling for others, a sense of fear, rights and welfare of others, and respecting their dignity and characters were mentioned. The questions on the intrinsic motivational barriers like apparent beauty, shyness, self-confidence, safety, and tendency to show off were also discussed to analyze the possible reasons for the use or non-use of helmets. Moreover, the effect of intrinsic motivational incentives on wearing a helmet among motorcyclists was studied.

Material and Methods
This cross-sectional survey was conducted among motorcycle riders at randomly selected areas such as fuel stations and service complexes in Gorgan City, Iran, in 2016. Data collection was conducted in important and crowded places, like gas stations, and entertainment, administrative, and service complexes, in Gorgan City, and Cochran’s formula was used for calculating sample size. All the participants gave their permission to be part of this research; moreover, they were informed about anonymous and confidential treatment of data. Totally, regarding the number of observations in such critical areas of the city, 450 motorcycle riders were interviewed, of which 393 participants completed the questionnaires without defect. The questionnaire was composed of two main parts. The first part included demographic questions such as age, gender, education, income and marital status. The second part was consisted of 28 questions measuring the intrinsic motivation of incentives and barriers, perceived benefits and barriers, perceived behavioral control and behavior. The method of scoring the questions included five options (1 = very low, 5 = very high).

To collect data from the riders, a team of graduate students with full awareness of the importance of transportation was formed. The general trend of filling out the questionnaire lasted about 15 minutes. According to individual demographic data, the average age of the participants was 28.94 years, which was fully cited in descriptive statistics.

A) Perceived benefits vs perceived barriers: As one of the most impressive factors, the perceived benefits are defined as an individual’s beliefs about the effects of behaviors suggested for reducing risk or its severity, so that this belief may persuade him to believe in the advantages of doing the performance. Questions like the effect of wearing a
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Table 1: Concepts and measures of questions on intrinsic motivation incentives and barriers in the motorcycle riders in Gorgan City, Iran, in 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic motivation barriers</td>
<td>To what extent do you care your apparent beauty?</td>
<td>3.400</td>
<td>1.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To what extent are you shy?</td>
<td>2.660</td>
<td>1.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To what extent are you self-confident?</td>
<td>3.330</td>
<td>1.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To what extent do you feel safety?</td>
<td>3.070</td>
<td>1.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To what extent are you willing to show off?</td>
<td>2.580</td>
<td>1.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic motivation incentives</td>
<td>To what extent do you regard your behavior a suitable pattern for others?</td>
<td>3.160</td>
<td>1.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To what extent do you feel afraid?</td>
<td>2.640</td>
<td>1.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To what extent do you respect other people’s rights and welfare?</td>
<td>3.920</td>
<td>1.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To what extent do others respect your character and how important is it to you?</td>
<td>3.950</td>
<td>1.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To what extent respecting laws and regulations is important to you?</td>
<td>3.730</td>
<td>1.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To what extent are you afraid of death?</td>
<td>3.180</td>
<td>1.419</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SD: Standard deviation

Results

Most men in Iran ride a motorcycle, so it was attempted to do a case study on this social class. According to descriptive statistics, the average age of the participants was 28.94 years which constituted 57.5% of the participants. Their frequency was between 18-28 years, of whom 59.5% (n = 234) were married and 40.5% (n = 159) were single. In terms of education, 21.4% (n = 84) were under diploma, 42.5% (n = 167) had diploma degree, and 36.1% (n = 142) had academic degrees. Regarding job category, 8.7% (n = 34) were civil servants, 8.4% (n = 33) were employees, 23.4% (n = 92) were service deliverers, 14.0% (n = 55) were shopkeepers, 16.3% (n = 64) were high school and university students, and 29.3% (n = 115) had other businesses. Table 1 represents an overview of questions on intrinsic motivation incentives and barriers as well as their mean and standard deviation.
Table 2 shows that respect for the law ($\chi^2 = 68.751$, $P < 0.010$) and feeling of fear ($\chi^2 = 50.622$, $P < 0.010$) were both among the intrinsic incentives that led to the institutionalization of law enforcement with the advantage of increasing the use of helmets for the motorcycle riders. The results of the Pearson test also showed that people who considered their behavior as a suitable model for others ($\chi^2 = 39.272$, $P < 0.050$) or expected the others to respect them ($\chi^2 = 47.552$, $P < 0.010$) felt more responsible toward the traffic regulations; likewise, motivations such as respect to law ($\chi^2 = 102.159$, $P < 0.010$) and the rights of others ($\chi^2 = 46.122$, $P < 0.010$) made people feel responsible for all traffic rules ($\chi^2 = 46.098$, $P < 0.010$); and in particular, bounded the motorcycle riders to use a helmet ($\chi^2 = 36.614$, $P < 0.010$).

Table 2: Pearson’s chi-square analysis between intrinsic motivation incentives and barriers items in the motorcycle riders in Gorgan City, Iran, in 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intrinsic motivation questions (incentives vs barriers)</th>
<th>Perceived benefits</th>
<th>Perceived barriers</th>
<th>Perceived behavior control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Items</td>
<td>Does wind and rain affect the use of helmets?</td>
<td>Does existing law and regulation increase the use of helmets?</td>
<td>Is it difficult to clean a helmet during dust and rain?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 To what extent do you regard your behavior a suitable pattern for others? (incentive)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 To what extent do you feel afraid? (incentive)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50.622**</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 To what extent are you self-confident? (barriers)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 To what extent do you feel safety? (barriers)</td>
<td>36.156*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 To what extent do you care your apparent beauty? (barriers)</td>
<td>40.655*</td>
<td>41.077*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 To what extent are you shy? (barriers)</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 To what extent are you willing to show off? (barriers)</td>
<td>21.217*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 To what extent do you respect other people’s rights and welfare? (incentive)</td>
<td>46.098**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 To what extent do others respect your character and how important is it to you? (incentive)</td>
<td>47.552**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 To what extent respecting laws and regulations is important to you? (incentive)</td>
<td>68.751**</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 To what extent are you afraid of death?</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The high number and the number of stars show a meaningful value.
The low number shows the value of $P$.
*: $P < 0.05$, **: $P < 0.01$
Furthermore, people who felt safe did not realize the importance of wearing a helmet in severe weather ($\chi^2 = 36.156, P < 0.050$). The importance of aesthetics led to the belief that in inclement weather there is no serious need to use a helmet ($\chi^2 = 40.655, P < 0.010$).

The importance of aesthetics has also caused the belief that in unpleasant weather, for example rainfall, and also in cases where it is hard to clean the helmet, the rider is more reluctant to wear it ($\chi^2 = 41.077, P < 0.050$). Shy riders believed that wearing a helmet makes them look messy and more ashamed ($\chi^2 = 33.043, P < 0.050$). Moreover, it was shown that people who care about aesthetics believe that the helmet should not be used ($\chi^2 = 38.490, P < 0.050$), and those willing to show up do not believe in driving laws ($\chi^2 = 21.217, P < 0.050$).

Based on CCA, it was determined that there is a significant relationship between intrinsic motivation barriers and the perceived benefits. This correlation ($r = 0.281, P < 0.010$) was mostly affected by the fact that those who care more about their appearance are more willing to use a helmet in poor weather. Based on this analysis, it was also found that the intrinsic motivation incentives and the perceived benefits were significantly related. This relationship can be interpreted by two aspects: The first-class correlation ($r = 0.491, P < 0.010$) indicated that the more willing to wear a helmet, the more respectful to the law. The second correlation ($r = 0.246, P < 0.010$) showed that fear of the risks can result in increased belief in helmet safety. According to the observed results of the CCA, there was a significant relationship between the intrinsic motivation barriers and the perceived barriers. Given the amount of the correlation ($r = 0.228, P < 0.010$), it was found that feeling of excessive safety leads the riders to complain about wearing a helmet. In addition, there was a significant relationship between the intrinsic motivation incentives and the perceived barriers. The correlation ($r = -0.233, P < 0.010$) expressed that those whose care for their social status nag less about wearing a helmet.

The results of the CCA showed that intrinsic motivation barriers and the perceived behavioral control were significantly correlated. The correlation ($r = -0.211, P < 0.050$) indicated that those who have a higher tendency to show off have less adherence to traffic regulations. Moreover, there was a significant relationship between the riders’ intrinsic motivation incentives and their perceived behavioral control. The correlation ($r = 0.341, P < 0.010$) showed that those who have greater respect for the law are more committed to the law, especially the traffic rules.

CCA test showed that intrinsic motivation incentives and barriers play no direct role in one’s performance, yet the riders’ performance under special conditions was directly related to the intrinsic motivations. The CCA ($r = -0.298, P < 0.010$) showed that those who tend to manifest themselves are less likely to use the helmet in rainy and windy weather and at high speeds. In addition, the canonical correlation coefficient ($r = 0.329, P < 0.010$) indicated that those who respect their social prestige not only wear their helmets at high speeds but also they prefer to use them in unpleasant weather. Surprisingly, those who had less fear were unwilling to wear the helmet in distances less than 5 km.

Discussion

Based on Pearson chi-square test and CCA, it was found that intrinsic motivation incentives with higher perceived benefits were affected by respect to the law and its enforcement advantage, and led to more use of the helmet. In addition, the intrinsic motivation incentives with the perceived behavior control were mostly affected by the respect to the law and commitment to wear a helmet. In similar studies, it was shown that applying mandatory helmet laws can greatly increase the rate of helmet use (24, 25). Further, intrinsic motivation barriers with perceived benefits showed that those who care more about their appearance wear their helmet in all weather conditions, so that harsh weather can be regarded as a key factor in using a helmet.

Intrinsic motivation barriers with the perceived barriers and the perceived behavioral control were of importance, since people caring about the way they look, in the atmospheric conditions were forced to use a helmet. However, if the design of the helmet makes it difficult to clean it, the motorcyclists prefer not to use it in order to retain their appearance while riding. The canonical correlation also showed that in the intrinsic motivation barriers with the perceived barriers, the people who care more about their aesthetics use their helmet frequently in different weather conditions. Result of the present study is consistent with that of a study conducted by Wang et al. They showed that good-looking is regarded as an important factor in unwillingness to use helmet (26).
In addition, intrinsic motivation incentives and the perceived benefits were important since the riders’ willingness to wear the helmet originated from their respect to the regulations about using a helmet while riding. In fact, intrinsic motivation barriers with the perceived barriers showed that those who feel safer tend to use their helmet less than others. In another study in which social features were important to the rider, he was encouraged to use the helmet (27, 28). These findings were consistent with the results of the present study. Analyzing the intrinsic motivation incentives and the perceived barriers indicated that those individuals who care about social status are less likely to seek pretext for not using a helmet. The intrinsic motivation barriers with the perceived behavioral control indicated that people who are more likely to show off had less adherence to the traffic rules; whereas, in contrast, regarding the intrinsic motivation incentives, the riders were more encouraged to exhibit greater respect for the law, especially the traffic rules. Finally, it was found that intrinsic motivation incentives and barriers as well as other variables affect a person’s behavior indirectly, except in emergency conditions. In most previous studies, the necessity of wearing a helmet was emphasized in terms of the theory of planned behavior. Moreover, in these studies, an individual’s performance was formed by variables such as his behavioral intention and perceived susceptibility (11, 19).

A number of limitations have to be taken into account when assessing the results of this research. It has only focused on the use of helmets for motorcyclists and not for pillion passengers. Moreover, it was carried out in the winter, and season certainly will affect the results because warm or cold weather affects the use of helmets; therefore, it should be investigated in future. In addition, this study was conducted through self-reporter. In future research, roadside observation can be done with a questionnaire that is more desirable.

**Conclusion**

The results of this study showed that the intrinsic motivation incentives and barriers, under special conditions, directly affect an individual’s performance. People who care a lot about their social prestige express their willingness to wear a helmet at almost all weather and environmental conditions. In this study, care for appearance was regarded as an intrinsic motivation which had a significant correlation with almost all psychological factors and finally led to the use or not use of a helmet. A helmet with a proper design for windy and rainy weather can increase the riders’ desire to wear it. Otherwise, it will be used less often. Another key factor which persuades the riders to wear a helmet is respect and adherence to the traffic regulations; thus, it can be concluded that taking serious steps in enforcing the law may be a fundamental strategy for increasing helmet use. There are several solutions suggested for the relevant readers and organizations such as tests of mental status at the time of taking certification or buying a motorcycle, designing and manufacturing high-quality and efficient helmets which result in the riders’ willingness to use it in all weather conditions.
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